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Agenda

• Programme and what we do next

• Update on Scoping

• Break

• Update on mapping of constraints/opps

• Agree next meeting



Programme
Update 
Scoping 
Review

Evidence, 
Issues, Vision 
and 
Objectives

Submission 
and 
Independent 
Examination

Draft PlanPolicy and 
Site Options

• What does our 
neighbour-
hood need?

• What are the 
key areas of 
change? 

• What does 
success look 
like?

• What should 
the plan focus 
on?

• How will it 
complement 
London and 
Borough 
Plans?

• What does the 
evidence base 
tell us?

• What ideas do 
we have for 
key sites?

• What is 
needed to 
guide the 
quality of 
development? 

• What do we 
propose for 
key sites and 
what are our 
policies to 
guide 
development?

• Submitting 
the Plan to the 
Council(s)

• Can we justify 
the plan to the 
independent 
examiner?

Referendum 
and Plan 
Adoption

• If Examiner is 
satisfied with 
our plan, 
Boroughs 
need to decide 
on 
referendum

• A poll on 
whether local 
people are in 
favour 

Consultation 
+ 

Engagement

Consultation 
+ 

Engagement

Consultation 
+ 

Engagement

Participate in 
Examination

Referendum

January 2021 –
March 2021

April 2021 –
June 2021

July 2021 –
March 2022 

April 2022 –
September 2022

October 2022 –
Spring 2023

Summer 2023



• Update Scoping Review Jan to March 2021

• Evidence, issues, vision April to June 2021

• Policy and Site Options July 2021 to March 2022

• Draft the Plan April - September 2022

• Submit and Examination October 2022 - Spring 2023

• Referendum and Plan adoption Summer 2023

Programme



Next Steps

Phase 1

• Conclude Scoping Review
• Decide - what kinds of thing will our plan cover?
• What evidence and work will we need to prepare?

• Meet with Officers to agree scope, programme and assistance

Phase 2

• Visioning

• Evidence-base

• Engagement strategy



What evidence and work will we need?

• Visioning for the Town Centre and Neighbourhood

• Assessment of Social and Community infrastructure needs

• Call for sites

• Constraints and Opportunities

• A spatial framework / masterplan for the Town Centre and key sites

• A Design Code

• Appraisal and Assessment work on sites and policy options



What evidence and work will we need?

• Assessment of Social and Community infrastructure needs
• Health, community spaces, education, open space, culture, leisure and 

recreation
• Define neighbourhood ‘ped-sheds’ (walkable neighbourhoods)
• Map current provision

• Assess its role/function
• Greater than local significance?
• FPSG-wide
• Walkable neighbourhood

• Benchmark provision
• Identify deficit

• Assess future needs based on different levels of population change
• Identify future requirements and how these might be provided



Vision

A Vision should 

“set out the community’s overall vision for the area and should 
include overall aims for its future development. These can relate to a 
wide range of planning and regeneration matters – social, economic 
and environmental. The vision and aims of the plan can then be 
translated into detailed policies, guidance and proposals later in the 
plan.”



Vision

Questions for a vision
- What are the social, environmental and physical trends affecting the area?
- What agenda is set for our area by the London Plan and national policy?
- What aspirations should we have?
- What is our area’s USP?
- What is it that makes our area distinctive, attractive and desirable? 
- What is its unrealized potential?
- What weaknesses need to be addressed? 
- How to balance ambition and realism?



Vision

• What material do we need to inform a vision?
• A SWOT analysis
• Existing or new evidence work
• Do we have feedback from previous community engagement that could help?
• Do we need fresh community engagement in order to come up with initial 

vision?
• If so, when and how?

• How to workshop it? 

• When we have a draft vision (or ideas on vision), we need to consult 
and engage on it, probably in June

• Homework for Engagement sub-group



Tasks for next three weeks

• Conclude Scoping ASAP

• Organise meeting(s) with officers

• Prepare a mini-workplan for developing the Vision

• Prepare engagement strategy for period to June 2021
• Informing work on the vision (if needed on top of material already gathered)
• Consulting on the draft vision

• Set terms of reference and resourcing for evidence work
• Prioritise Social and Community Infrastructure needs


